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Depending on who you listen to, the last ten days have seen increasingly desperate Conservative attacks on
Labour and, according to some of today’s reporting, a “talking up” of the SNP with the former Scottish
Secretary, Michael Forsyth, saying Cameron is “playing with
fire” http://www.theweek.co.uk/general-election-2015/63416/tory-grandee-attacks-cameron-for-talking-upthe-snp.
Why would a Conservative Party want the SNP to succeed at the expense of Labour? This is because,
barring a major campaign earthquake, it is now impossible for Cameron to get the keys to Downing Street
after May 7th. Cameron knows that his best bet now is for the Conservatives to be the largest party, even if
they cannot form a government.
Australian campaign director, Lynton Crosby’s much talked about “crossover” moment where the Tories
open up a decisive lead over Labour is failing to materialise. The polls are still neck and neck. The
projected number of seats for each of the main parties shifts with each passing day. Today’s YouGov poll
gives Labour a one point
lead http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/general-election-2015/11552061/Election-2015-Labour-have-onepoint-lead-in-latest-poll.html which, if translated into seats would give Labour 287 to the Conservative’s
281.
So Cameron needs the earthquake to happen – and soon – because, with even the most generous
prediction, Cameron is already “locked out” of No 10.
Even if the Lib Dems managed to do far better than every poll predicts – and most are suggesting they’ll
get around 26, Cameron cannot make the 323 seats needed to form another coalition or govern as a
minority. If the Lib Dem exceeded expectations and won 28 of their targets, that would still leave
Cameron needing 295. That’s around a full five point lead for the Conservatives over Labour. So far, in
this election, there’s just no sign of it happening. (Don’t forget, Ukip could win as many as four seats – but
it is inconceivable the Lib Dems would form a coalition that contained such a euro-sceptic party).
On the other hand, the numbers for Miliband work much better, giving him far more options to broker a
deal, formal or otherwise. With the SNP on anything between 40 and 55, and the Lib Dems gaining just
20 seats, for example, Miliband can govern even if he just scrapes 270 seats.
So the problem for Cameron is also the strategy of a man leading a party he knows can’t win. If he “talks
up” the SNP it doesn’t really alter Labour’s chances of forming the government. But, what it might – just

might – do is make the Conservatives the largest party, albeit unable to form a government. This would
give the largely Tory-supporting press a field day, allowing them to question the legitimacy of Miliband as
Prime Minister. What it won’t do, however, is hand him the election.
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